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Abstract: When it comes to distributing resources among different agents, there are different
objectives that can be maximized. In the case of egalitarian social welfare, the goal is to maximize the
utility of the least satisfied agent. Unfortunately, this goal can lead to strategic behaviors on the part
of the agents: if they lie about their utility functions, then the dealer might grant them more goods
than they would be entitled to. In this work, we study the computational complexity of obtaining the
optimal lie in this context. We show that although it is extremely easy to obtain the optimal lie when
we do not impose any restrictions on the lies used, the problem becomes ΣP

2 -complete by imposing
simple limits on the usable lies. Thus, we prove that we can easily make it hard to lie in the context
of egalitarian social welfare.

Keywords: social welfare; complexity; multi-agent systems

1. Introduction

Economics, Mathematics, and Computer Science are three disciplines that have been
shown to provide interesting synergies between each other. For example, basic concepts of
Economics can be successfully applied to the distribution of scarce resources in computer
systems (see, e.g., [1–3]) or even to design programming paradigms [4], and mathematical
techniques are useful in identifying the difficulty and limits to the development of certain
economic tasks (see, e.g., [5–9]), and computer systems facilitate the implementation of
new economic environments (see, e.g., [10–13]).

An environment of great current interest in which these three disciplines converge
is the Multi-Agent Resource Allocation (MARA). Given a set of agents, a set of resources,
and some utility functions denoting how much interest each agent has for each resource
(or set of resources), the objective is to find the best way to distribute resources among
agents. However, how do we define the best way? Depending on how we do it, we will get
different problems. For example, we may want to maximize the profit of the auctioneer
(called the Winner Determination Problem [14]), so that each resource is assigned to whoever
is most willing to pay. Alternatively, we may want to maximize the utility obtained by the
agents. In this case, we may be interested in maximizing the sum of profits obtained by
each agent (utilitarian social welfare), or we may want to maximize the utility of the agent
that is least benefited (egalitarian social welfare). In our case, we will focus on this last
objective, that is, we want the agent benefiting the least to get the best possible profit. Note
that this objective is especially important in situations such as delivery of humanitarian aid,
whether during specific natural disasters, or in situations of support to vulnerable people.

A fundamental problem that we must face while distributing resources is the risk
that agents cheat by lying. For example, if our objective were to maximize the overall
utility of the summation of all agents (utilitarian social welfare), then agents could lie
by communicating preferences for resources being much higher than the real ones. This
way, the optimal distribution would consist in giving all the resources to those who have
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exaggerated their lies the most. The Generalized Vickrey Auction (GVA) [15] discourages
these lies by forcing each agent to pay what it makes the rest of the agents lose.

Unfortunately, the strategy used in GVA does not work in the case of egalitarian social
welfare. Recall that in this case, we want to benefit the less favored agent. Thus, if an agent
wants to lie, it should not exaggerate its preferences to the upside, but quite the contrary.
That is, the optimal lie consists in saying that any resource would provide it with a very
low profit. This way, giving it an acceptable profit requires assigning it a lot of resources.
What can we do, then, to discourage these lies? In our previous work [16], we searched for
possible mechanisms to make it harder to benefit from lying, and we empirically studied a
very simple one consisting in forcing each agent to distribute a fixed total profit among
all resources. For instance, suppose we force all agents to receive a 100 total profit if they
receive all available resources. This constraint disables the trivial strategy consisting in
reducing the declared utility for each resource, because if we reduce the declared utility for
some resources, then we will have to increase the declared to others, since the total sum
must continue to be 100. In that work, we carried out a series of experiments empirically
showing that this simple strategy makes it very difficult for the agents to benefit from lying.
In particular, even very effective lies based on some knowledge about the preferences of the
other agents proved to be less profitable than saying the truth when that knowledge was
not extremely accurate. However, the theoretical difficulty of lying under the egalitarian
social welfare was not studied in that work.

Beyond the aforementioned high sensitivity to imprecise information about the pref-
erences of others, in this paper we will show that finding good lies is also very difficult
in computational terms, even when assuming totally accurate information. Let us say
that the valuations of an agent are partially locked if the agent cannot freely lie about the
valuations it gives to some specific resources: for them, any fake valuations it chooses must
be within some given intervals which include the actual valuations. We will show that the
problem of finding out if there exists a lie reaching some given profit under partially locked
valuations is ΣP

2 -complete, meaning that the problem is one level over NP-completeness
in the Polynomial Hierarchy of complexity (PH). Note that partial locked valuations are
expected in real situations. Sometimes, the real interest (or lack of interest) of some agent
for some specific resources could be easily estimated just by observing the current (publicly
known) needs and situation of the agent. Moreover, for resources whose necessity is mainly
constant in time (i.e., not dependent on the current situation), sometimes their valuation
for some agent could be easily estimated from previous known interactions between this
agent and these resources. In either case, a fake valuation of the agent falling out of some
reasonable expected interval would be immediately detected by the community as a bluff.
Thus, the lying capability of agents is expected to be partial in real scenarios. It is worth
mentioning that reaching the ΣP

2 -completeness does not require forcing the addition of
valuations of each agent to be some given constant, although the completeness remains if
this condition is added.

This high computational complexity shows that using egalitarian social welfare is
feasible even in situations where agents may want to lie, since finding good lies is very
difficult not only in terms of sensitivity to knowledge imprecision (as shown in [16]),
but also in terms of computational effort.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section defines the problems
and identifies a particularly simple case where good lies are trivial to find. Next, in Section 3
we prove the ΣP

2 -completeness of lying in the more general case. A discussion is presented
in Section 4, while conclusions and lines for future work are given in Section 5.

2. Formal Model

Next we present the formal notions and problems that will be considered in the rest of
the paper. The main model is basically the same as the one introduced in [16]. However,
in [16] we dealt with an experimental environment, while in the current paper we deal with
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the theoretical approach, providing a completely new and original proof of the complexity
of the problem.

Definition 1. Let R = {r1, . . . , rm} be a set of resources and A = {A1, . . . , An} be a set of agents.
The set of possible allocations of R to A is the set A = A× . . .× A︸ ︷︷ ︸

m

. Given α ∈ A with

α = (α1, . . . , αm), we say that the allocation α assigns each resource rj to agent αj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

We will use utility functions to denote the profits given by resources to agents. Given
a distribution of resources, a utility function returns a real number representing the utility
that an agent assigns to the corresponding distribution of resources. That is, if we use u to
represent the utility function of an agent and we have u(α1) > u(α2), then the meaning is
that the corresponding agent is more interested in distribution α1 than in distribution α2.

Definition 2. A utility function is a function u : A −→ Q≥0.
We say that u depends only on agent Ai if, for all α = (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ A and β =

(β1, . . . , βm) ∈ A fulfilling αj = β j = Ai or αj 6= Ai 6= β j for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we have
u(α) = u(β).

If u depends only on agent Ai, then we also say that u is additive for agent Ai if for all
α = (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ A we have u(α) = ∑{j | αj=Ai} u(Ak, . . . , Ak︸ ︷︷ ︸

j−1

, Ai, Ak, . . . , Ak︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−j

), where Ak is

any arbitrary agent with Ak 6= Ai.

Note that if u is additive for Ai, then it is possible to represent u using a vector
P = (p1, . . . , pn) with pi ∈ Q≥0, where each element of the vector represents the utility
obtained by each individual item. From a formal point of view, we can construct u without
ambiguity from P: for all α = (α1, . . . , αm), u(α) = ∑{j | αj=Ai} pj. Hence, from now on, any

additive utility function will be denoted just by its vector P = (p1, . . . , pn). Given r ∈ Q>0,
an additive utility function u is r-limited if ∑1≤i≤n pi = r.

If we were interested in considering non-additive utility functions, we would need
to deal with the representation of preferences for bundles of resources. This can be done
in several ways (for instance, extensionally, that is, providing specific outputs for each
combination of resources). However, the specific representation is relevant to analyze the
complexity of the problem [17]. Hereafter, we will only consider additive utility functions.

We use U to represent the set of all possible additive utility functions. The utility
functions of all agents in a tuple of agents A will be denoted by a tuple U = (u1, . . . , un) ∈
Un, where each ui is the utility function of agent Ai.

Our optimization problem is defined so that we distribute resources in such a way that
we try to maximize the utility of the agent that receives less utility. The entity responsible
for finding and making this distribution will be called the auctioneer. If several allocations of
resources provide the same utility to the agent receiving less utility, then the one also giving
more utility to the second agent receiving less utility will be preferred, and so on. In order
to formalize these preferences, a single number encapsulating the utilities of all agents for
each possible allocation of resources together will be defined as follows: we add the utility
of each agent for the allocation multiplied by a factor being higher for agents receiving
less utility. If these factors are carefully chosen, then the goal of maximizing the utility
of the agent with less utility (and, if some agents tie up, the utility of the agent with the
second lowest utility, and so on) will be equivalent to maximizing that number. The term
egA,R,U(α), defined later in Definition 4 will denote this number, and it will be the result of
combining the utility values of the agents as defined by function order_numM(w1, . . . , wh),
introduced next in Definition 3.

Actually, we will use these notions to establish a total order among allocations so that,
given two possible different allocations, one will always be preferred over the other. If two
different allocations provide the same utility to the agent receiving less utility, and also to
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the second agent receiving less utility, and so on up to all agents, then the indexes of the
agents which these resources are given to will be used to break the tie in some arbitrary
way. Note that the suitability of some fake preferences to achieve beneficial allocations of
resources under the egalitarian social welfare will obviously depend on the allocation
found by the auctioneer when these lies are used. By unambiguously defining a (unique)
optimum for these allocations of resources, we will be able to unambiguously evaluate
the utility of each possible combination of fake preferences. Of course, the expected
deviations from these optimal allocations of resources in practice (actually, just finding
these allocations will be NP-hard, as we will show later) could affect the suitability of the
fake preferences being used to achieve beneficial allocations, in line with the sensitivity to
variations observed in [16]. In particular, some fake preferences being beneficial under the
actual optimal allocation could not be so if the auctioneer finds and carries out some other
sub-optimal allocation.

Definition 3. The numeric order of non-negative numbers w1, . . . , wh for base M is defined as:

order_numM(w1, . . . , wh) =
h

∑
k=1

M(h−k) · wk

.Suppose w1, . . . , wh are always expected to belong to some closed numeric intervals
W1, . . . , Wh, respectively. Note that, if M = max(m1, . . . , mh) + 1, where mi = max(Wi),
then the numeric order of these parameters for base M will give priority to w1, next to
w2 if there is a tie with w1, and so on. For instance, let us suppose w1, w2, w3, w′1, w′2, w′3
are real numbers in the interval [1, 10]. If 112 · w1 + 11 · w2 + w3 > 112 · w′1 + 11 · w′2 + w′3;
then (w1, w2, w3) is preferred over (w′1, w′2, w′3) according to those priorities, that is, we
give priority to the first parameter, next, to the second one if there is a tie with the first,
and finally, to the third one if there is a tie with the other two.

Definition 4. Let A = (A1, . . . , An), R = (r1, . . . , rm), and U = (u1, . . . , un). For all α =
(Ab1 , . . . , Abm) ∈ A, we define

egA,R,U(α) = order_numM(ue1(α), . . . , uen(α), b1, . . . , bm),

where (ue1(α), . . . , uen(α)) is the ordering of set {u1(α), . . . , un(α)} from lowest to highest (where
ties ui(α) = uj(α) with i < j are solved in any arbitrary way, e.g., by considering ui(α) lower)
and we have M = max({u1(α

′) | α′ ∈ A} ∪ . . . ∪ {un(α′) | α′ ∈ A} ∪ {n}) + 1.
The egalitarian social welfare optimization problem consists in, given A, R, U, finding α

maximizing egA,R,U(α). We will denote the (unique) solution of the problem for A, R, U by
egsol(A, R, U).

Note that the definition of the previous problem is not affected by whether partially
locked valuations (recall the introduction) are considered or not, because the problem only
concerns finding some distribution depending on some given utility functions—regardless
of whether these utility functions really reflect the true valuations of the corresponding
agents or not.

Typically, only the utility of the agent receiving less utility is considered in the literature
in the definition of the previous problem, so no preference is defined between allocations
giving the same utility to the agent achieving less utility (note that this is equivalent to
considering egA,R,U(α) = min{uj(α) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}). The NP-hardness of this problem is
proved in [18]. This problem variant can be trivially polynomially reduced to the variant
introduced in Definition 4, which shows the NP-hardness of the latter. Next, we show that
this NP-hardness also applies to the problem under the additional assumption that utility
functions must be r-limited (note that, in this case, the term M in the previous definition
will be max{r, n}+ 1).
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Proposition 1. Let us consider the variant of the egalitarian social welfare optimization problem
given in Definition 4, where an additional input r ∈ Q>0 is given and all considered utility
functions must be r-limited. The resulting problem is also NP-hard.

Proof. The problem in Definition 4 for the case egA,R,U(α) = min{uj(α) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n} has
already been proved to be NP-hard. In particular, in [18] the authors prove it by reducing
into it the well-known problem PARTITION: they construct an instance having exactly two
agents with the same preferences. Thus, it also shows the NP-hardness of the egalitarian
problem with the additional restriction of using instances with two agents whose utility
functions are the same (let G denote this particular problem). Hence, we also infer that the
NP-hard problem is a more general one where the valuations of each agent are r−limited.
This is because the NP-hard problem G can be trivially polynomially reduced to that
r-limited problem: we can just set r = v, where v is the addition of all preferences of any of
the agents. Recall that problem G considers egA,R,U(α) = min{uj(α) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. Problem
G can also be polynomially reduced to a problem taking egA,R,U(α) as in Definition 4
and assuming r-limited preferences as follows: we just define the value of egA,R,U(α)
to be reached, as the least one guaranteeing the agent with less utility gets at least r/2
utility (note that achieving this value in egA,R,U(α) will imply the other agent also reaches
r/2).

Now we present the problem where an agent has to find its optimal fake utility
function, that is, the (probably false) utility function allowing him to obtain the maximum
utility when resources are distributed using egalitarian social welfare. Thus, we have to
find the utility function satisfying that, if agent Ai communicates it, and the rest of agents
communicate the utility functions that agent Ai estimated for them, then the utility that
agent Ai obtains (using its true utility function) after applying egalitarian social welfare
rules is maximized. In Definition 5, fakeA,R,U,i( f ) will represent the utility that agent
Ai obtains when it communicates to the auctioneer that its utility function is f . As can
be expected, in order to compute this term, we need to solve the optimization problem
described in Definition 4. Thus, this maximization requires optimization of a term that also
requires another optimization.

Definition 5. Given A, R, U as before and i ∈ N, for all f ∈ U let fakeA,R,U,i( f ) = ui(α f ) with
α f = egsol(A, R, (u1, . . . , ui−1, f , ui+1, . . . , un)). The optimal fake utility problem consists in,
given A, R, U, and i, finding f maximizing fakeA,R,U,i( f ).

Even though it could seem that this problem requires the optimization of a term whose
computation requires performing another optimization, it is easy to check that finding
the optimal solution (in particular, without r-limited utility functions or partially locked
valuations) is not difficult at all.

Proposition 2. Let us suppose some allocation of resources provides a non-null utility to all
agents. Let the utility functions of each agent Aj estimated by agent Ai (and the utility of agent

Ai itself when j = i) be Pj = (pj
1, . . . , pj

n). The optimal fake utility function for Ai is P′i =

(c · pi
1, . . . , c · pi

n), where c ∈ Q>0 is any positive value such that ∑1≤s≤n c · pi
s < pk

l for all k 6= i
and l with pk

l > 0.

Proof. We have to prove that the proposed utility function is actually the optimal one
for Ai (let us remark that c always exists). These fake preferences of Ai satisfy that, even
when all resources are assigned to Ai, agent Ai is still the agent whose utility turns out
to be lower than the utility of any other agent that receives any resource this agent has a
non-null preference for. Let U′ denote the vector of utility functions defined by preference
vector P′i for agent Ai and preference vectors Pj for the other agents. Note that maximizing
egA,R,U′(α) in turn maximizes the fake utility of agent Ai (i.e., preferences P′i) in its role
of the least satisfied agent provided that some non-null utility is given to the other agents
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(let us remark that, if this restriction is impossible to satisfy, then there is a contradiction
with our initial assumption that some allocation of resources α provides non-null utility to
all agents). Moreover, the aim of Ai is maximizing its true utility provided that the same
constraint holds (as allocations not giving a non-null utility to all agents will never be
picked by the auctioneer). Note that maximizing the utility achieved with preferences
Pi = (pi

1, . . . , pi
n) subject to that constraint is equivalent to maximizing the utility achieving

with preferences P′i = (c · pi
1, . . . , c · pi

n) subject to the same constraint. Thus, the optimal
strategy for Ai consists in sending preferences P′i to the auctioneer.

It is worth noting that this optimal lie P′i = (c · pi
1, . . . , c · pi

n) does not depend at
all on the utilities the liar agent estimated the other agents will send to the auctioneer,
because this expression is constant with respect to those utilities. Thus, in this case, no
estimation is required at all.

3. Proving the Hardness of Lying under Partially Locked Valuations

The result given before in Proposition 2 shows that taking advantage of lying in
an egalitarian social welfare allocation is extremely easy if no additional conditions are
required, so in this case, this allocation does not have practical usability. Fortunately,
partially locked valuations naturally apply in real situations: agents will not have total
freedom to lie about their preference over all available resources—without triggering
obvious distrust. Next we will explicitly consider that the liar could be unable to lie about
its preferences over specific resources. In the introduction, we considered that for each
resource, an interval could denote the set of valuations (including the true one) the liar agent
could send to the auctioneer without raising trivial suspicion. However, our capability to
denote which valuations are acceptable is not required to be that rich in order to make the
resulting problem ΣP

2 -hard. Since the hardness is propagated via generalization, hardness
results apply to more problem variants (and thus are more interesting) when proved for
the most particular problem variants. Thus, here we consider the least general version
of the problem we can prove its ΣP

2 -hardness for: the particular case where the liar can
provide any valuation for some resources, but only the true valuation for others. This is
indeed a particularization of a problem version based on intervals, because both situations
can be trivially expressed by using intervals [0, ∞) and [pi, pi], respectively, where pi is the
true valuation of resource ri.

Formally, let us consider the problem given in Definition 5 under the additional
constraint that the liar cannot lie about some specific resources. For this new problem,
optimal solutions cannot be trivially constructed as before. Actually, in this case, solving the
problem means making a hard optimization of an expression, and in order to calculate this
expression we need to handle another hard optimization, and this does make the resulting
problem much harder. We show that the resulting (decision) problem is ΣP

2 -complete.

Definition 6. Let A, R, U be as before and i ∈ N. Let T ∈ P([1..m]) be a set of indexes denoting
the resources for which agent i cannot lie (i.e., it cannot send false preferences to the auctioneer).
Given A, R, U, T, i, and a target utility Q ∈ Q>0 for agent Ai, the fake utility problem under
partially locked preferences, denoted by FPL, consists in finding out if there exists f = ( f1, . . . , fm),
with f j = uj

i for all j ∈ T, such that fakeA,R,U,i( f ) ≥ Q.

Theorem 1. The fake utility problem under partially locked preferences is ΣP
2 -complete.

Proof. First we prove that the problem is in ΣP
2 . Note that our problem can be equivalently

stated as finding out whether there exists a vector of numbers f = ( f1, . . . , fm), an allocation
of resources α ∈ A, and a value l ∈ Q>0 such that, for all possible allocation of resources
α′ ∈ A, we have: (a) egA,R,U′(α

′) < l; (b) egA,R,U′(α) = l; (c) f j = uj
i for all j ∈ T;

and (d) ui(α) ≥ Q, where U′ = (u1, . . . , ui−1, f , ui+1, . . . , un) (note that only condition
(a) depends on the universally quantified variable α′). Hence, we can define the problem
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as the search for something of polynomial size such that, for all things of polynomial size,
some property checkable in polynomial size holds. Thus, the problem belongs to ΣP

2 .
In order to prove the ΣP

2 -hardness, we will construct a polynomial reduction from a ΣP
2 -

hard problem, QSAT2 (also known as QBF2) into FPL. This problem consists in checking
whether the expression holds, given an expression ∃ x1, . . . , xn ∀ y1, . . . , ym ϕ, where ϕ is a
propositional logic formula denoted in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) depending only
on propositional variables x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym.

Let x̄ and ȳ abbreviate (x1, . . . , xn) and (y1, . . . , ym), respectively. Then we have
∃ x̄ ∀ ȳ ϕ ≡ ∃ x̄ ¬¬∀ ȳ ϕ ≡ ∃ x̄ ¬∃ ȳ ¬ϕ ≡ ∃ x̄ ¬∃ ȳ ϕ′, where ϕ′ ≡ ¬ϕ is given in
Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). Hereafter, we will only consider that latter expression
∃ x̄ ¬∃ ȳ ϕ′, where we assume ϕ′ = c1 ∧ . . . ∧ ck and ci = l1

i ∨ l2
i ∨ l3

i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k,

and all l j
i is xh, ¬xh, yh, or ¬yh for some h.

Given this instance of QSAT2, we will create an instance of FPL from it such that
there exists some x̄, making it impossible to satisfy ϕ′ for all ȳ if, in the FPL instance,
a specific agent reaches a specific target utility in the auctioneer’s allocation (i.e., in the
egalitarian social welfare allocation) after sending some fake utilities to the auctioneer.
That agent, called U0, will be able to reach that utility if the auctioneer does not manage to
find some allocation giving at least some target utility to the agents receiving less utility.
By setting its fake preferences in some way, U0 will force the auctioneer to set variables x̄
(actually, the resources representing them) in some way, and then the auctioneer will try to
set variables ȳ so as to satisfy ϕ′. If it does, then U0 will not reach its target utility with its
real preferences, and if it does not, then U0 will reach it.

The agents, resources, and preferences (i.e., valuations) of the agents for the resources
in the constructed FPL instance are schematically depicted in Figure 1. Circles denote
agents, rectangles denote resources, and arrows show the non-null preferences of agents
for resources.

Formally, in addition to agent U0, we also consider the following agents:

• U′0, all, and all′.
• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have agents xi and ¬xi.
• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have agents yi and ¬yi.
• For all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, we have agent cj.
• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n + m, we have agent coli.

Besides, the set of resources R consists of the following resources:

• U0_U′0, all_all′, and U0_all.
• For all agents but agents cj, we have a resource with the same name as the agent.
• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have resources (xi), 〈xi〉, and 〈¬xi〉. Besides, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k,

we have resources [xj
i ] and [¬xj

i ].

• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ m we have a resource (yi), and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, resources [yj
i ]

and [¬yj
i ].

• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we have resources (ci) and [ci].

Let M = n + k. For the sake of notation simplicity, let us denote the preference of agent
a for resource r by a(r). The (non-null) preferences of agents for resources are the following:

• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, xi(xi) = ¬xi(¬xi) = n− 1, xi(〈xi〉) = ¬xi(〈¬xi〉) = 1, and xi((xi)) =

¬xi((xi)) = k + 1. Besides, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, xi([x
j
i ]) = ¬xi([¬xj

i ]) = 1.
• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, yi(yi) = ¬yi(¬yi) = n, and yi((yi)) = ¬yi((yi)) = k. Besides,

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, yi([y
j
i ]) = ¬yi([¬yj

i ]) = 1.
• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ k with ci = l1

i ∨ l2
i ∨ l3

i (note that each lh
i is xh, ¬xh, yh, or¬yh for some

h) we have ci([ll
i ]) = 2M− 2 for each 1 ≤ l ≤ 3. Besides, ci((ci)) = ci([ci]) = M− 1.

• U0(U0) = k + 1, U0(U0_U′0) = n, U0(U0_all) = 0.5 and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, U0(〈xi〉) =
U0(〈¬xi〉) = 1.

• U′0(U
′
0) = k, U′0(U0_U′0) = n + 2 and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, U′0(〈xi〉) = U′0(〈¬xi〉) = 1.
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• all(all) = n, all(U0_all) = 1, all(all_all′) = k + 3 and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, all((ci)) = 1.
• all′(all′) = M and all′(all_all′) = 3M.
• For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n + m, coli(coli) = n. Besides, for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k we have coli([cl ]) = 1,

and in addition, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n we have coli([xl
j]) = coli([¬xl

j]) = 1, and for all

1 ≤ j ≤ m we have coli([yl
j]) = coli([¬yl

j]) = 1.
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All agents receive 0 utility for any other resource.
The set T of resource agent U0 cannot show fake preferences for the following:

R\{〈x1〉, 〈¬x1〉, . . . , 〈xn〉, 〈¬xn〉}. Thus, agent U0 can underrate or overrate its preferences
for resources in {〈x1〉, 〈¬x1〉, . . . , 〈xn〉, 〈¬xn〉} as much as it wants.

Finally, Q, the required real utility to be reached by U0 from the allocation of resources
formed by the auctioneer, is set to M + 1.5. This completes the instance of FPL constructed
from the original QSAT2 instance. Let us show that the reply to one instance is yes if it is
yes to the other instance.

The FPL instance will simulate the QSAT2 instance as follows. Each assignment of re-
sources to agents in FPL will represent a valuation of propositional variables x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . ,
yn: we will consider that the propositional variable xi is set to > when agent xi gets re-
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source (xi), whereas a valuation where the propositional variable xi is set to ⊥ will be
represented when resource (xi) is assigned to agent ¬xi (and the same for agents yi and ¬yi
and resource (yi)).

Let us show that, regardless of the fake preferences set by user U0 for resources
〈x1〉, 〈¬x1〉, . . . , 〈xn〉, 〈¬xn〉, an allocation giving all agents at least M utility (pretend utility
in the case of agent U0, that is, utility according to the fake preferences sent to the auctioneer)
can always be reached, so only these allocations must be considered.

Note that each agent a is the only one interested in the resource with the same name a,
so any optimal allocation of resources will give each resource a to agent a. Given this, each
agent xi (respectively, ¬xi) has two possibilities to reach M utility. One of them consists in
getting resource (xi). The other one requires getting resource 〈xi〉 (resp. 〈¬xi〉) and all k
resources [xj

i ] (resp. [¬xj
i ]). The first case forces its “twin” agent ¬xi (resp. xi) to get 〈¬xi〉

(resp. 〈xi〉) and all k resources [¬xj
i ] (resp. [xj

i ]) to reach M itself, whereas the latter case
forces its twin agent to get resource (xi). A similar argument applies to each pair of agents
yi and ¬yi, although no 〈yi〉 or 〈¬yi〉 resources exist in this case. We conclude that, in any
allocation of resources where all agents achieve at least M utility, if the allocation represents
setting the propositional variable xi to > (resp. to ⊥), then agents xi, ¬xi will consume
(receive) all resources of the forms xi, ¬xi, (xi), 〈xi〉, 〈¬xi〉, [xj

i ], [¬xj
i ], but all k resources

of the form [xj
i ] (resp. all k resources of the form [¬xj

i ]). A similar argument applies to
the assignment of the propositional variable yi to > or ⊥: the corresponding agents will
consume all the corresponding resources (in this case, without resources 〈yi〉 or 〈¬yi〉) but
all k resources of the form [yj

i ] or all k resources of the form [¬yj
i ], respectively.

These k resources left available for each variable xi or yi will be used by the auctioneer
to try to satisfy each disjunctive clause cj in ϕ′. In the FPL instance, this will translate
into giving 2M − 2 utility to the agent cj representing clause cj when it receives some
resource representing one of the literals of the clause. Each agent cj representing a clause

cj = l1
j ∨ l2

j ∨ l3
j will achieve 2M− 2 utility by receiving any of the resources [xj

i ], [¬xj
i ],

[yj
i ], [¬yj

i ] representing the specific variable valuation required by any of its literals l1
j , l2

j ,

or l3
j . For instance, if c5 = x2 ∨ ¬y7 ∨ ¬x10, then agent c5 receives 2M − 2 utility by

receiving any of these resources: [x5
2], [¬y5

7], [¬x5
10]. Thus, giving 2M− 2 utility to some

agent cj this way means satisfying the logical clause cj, and giving 2M− 2 to all of them
this way implies satisfying ϕ′. As we will see, achieving this will give the auctioneer access
to an allocation increasing the utilities of the agents receiving less utility (thus, preferable),
but will also give U0 less real utility, preventing it from getting its Q target utility.

Each agent cj will be able to reach at least M utility in a possible second way: by
getting both resources [cj] and (cj), agent cj will also receive a 2M− 2 utility (M− 1 utility
for each of them). This alternative case will mean clause cj was not satisfied (no resource
l1
j , l2

j , or l3
j was given to agent cj). Since satisfying ϕ′ will be preferable to the auctioneer,

the auctioneer will try to prevent this case.
Note that, regardless of whether all clauses cj are satisfied or not, making all agents xi,

¬xi, yi, ¬yi, and cj achieve at least M utility does not require giving these agents more than
(n + m + 1) · k resources of the kinds [xi], [¬xi], [yi], [¬yi], [ci]: each pair of agents xi and
¬xi or yi and ¬yi will use k of them (there are n + m pairs), and the remaining k resources
will be required by the k agents cj. Note that we are not counting in that (n + m + 1) · k
expression the number of necessary resources of kinds xi, ¬xi, 〈xi〉, 〈¬xi〉, (xi), yi, ¬yi, (yi),
(cj). If all clauses cj are satisfied, then no resource of the form [cj] will be necessary to
make all of these agents reach at least M utility, and all (n + m + 1) · k necessary resources
of the mentioned kinds will be of the forms [xi], [¬xi], [yi], [¬yi]. On the contrary, in the
completely opposite case where no ci is satisfied, (n + m) · k resources of the forms [xi],
[¬xi], [yi], [¬yi] will be necessary, as well as all k resources of the form [ci].

In fact, all the remaining (n + m) · k resources of these forms [xi], [¬xi], [yi], [¬yi], [ci]
(that is, the resources of these kinds we do not need to assign to agents xi, ¬xi, yi, ¬yi,
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and cj to let all of them reach M utility) will in turn be needed by agents coli. All of these
(n + m) · k resources will be required to let these agents coli reach at least M utility (in fact,
exactly M): each agent needs k resources to reach M utility, and there are n + m of them.

Agent all can get at least M utility in two possible ways. On the one hand, if all agents
cj get 2M − 2 utility by receiving one resource [xi], [¬xi], [yi], [¬yi] satisfying clause cj,
then no agent cj will need any additional resource [cj] or (cj) to achieve at least M utility.
Resources of kind [cj] will be needed by agents coli as mentioned before, but all resources
(ci) will be free to be assigned to agent all, and this agent will achieve exactly M utility just
by receiving all of them. Let (a) be this case.

On the other hand, if some agent cj does not get any resource [xi], [¬xi], [yi], [¬yi],
then it will need to take both resources [cj] and (cj) to achieve at least M utility, particularly
the 2M− 2 utility, as in the other case (this time, this means clause cj is not being satisfied).
Thus, not all resources (cj) will be available to agent all, and agent all will not be able to
achieve M utility just by taking all resources (cj). Let (b) be this case.

By the arguments given in previous paragraphs, all allocations of resources formed
by the auctioneer will be such that agents xi, ¬xi, yi, ¬yi, coli get exactly M utility and all
agents cj get exactly 2M− 2 utility. As we will see, the auctioneer will always manage to
give at least M utility to the remaining four agents, U0, U′0, all, and all′. Thus, the resource
distribution chosen by the auctioneer will totally depend on the numeric utilities reached
by these four agents.

The case (a) mentioned before will happen only if it is possible to satisfy all clauses,
that is, if it is possible to satisfy ϕ′. As mentioned earlier, this case will enable the auctioneer
to achieve a better distribution of resources for the agents according to the egalitarian social
welfare. In particular, all agents U0. U′0, all, and all′ will achieve at least M + 1 utility. On
the contrary, in case (b), happening when it is impossible to satisfy all clauses, at least
one of these four agents will reach less than M + 1 utility, making this case less desirable
to the auctioneer. However, this case will be more profitable to U0 according to its real
preferences, as it will reach its target utility Q = M + 1.5 only in this case.

Let us suppose that the answer to the QSAT2 instance is yes. Then, there exists some
x̄ making ϕ′ false for any ȳ. Let us see that the answer to the constructed instance of FPL
is yes. Let the fake preferences of U0 be the ones representing the valuation of x̄ making
ϕ′ false for any ȳ. That is, if xi is > (respectively, ⊥) in this valuation, then U0 pretends
to have preferences U0(〈xi〉) = 1 (resp. 0) and U0(〈¬xi〉) = 0 (resp. 1), instead of its real
preferences (recall the real preferences are 1 in both cases). Let us study the allocations of
resources the auctioneer could form in this case, and let us show that the actual allocation
of resources chosen by the auctioneer gives M + 1.5 real utility to U0. Recall that, in all
cases, resources U0, U′0, all, and all′ are assigned to the agents with the same names, giving
them k + 1, k, n, and M utility, respectively. We have the following cases:

(1) The auctioneer gives to U0 the resources of types 〈xi〉, 〈¬xi〉 agent U0 receives 1 utility
from. Thus, U0 receives n utility from them, adding up to M + 1 utility after also
counting resource U0. In order to give enough utility to agent U′0, no resource of types
〈xi〉, 〈¬xi〉 will be available for this agent, so resource U0_U′0 must be assigned to
agent U′0, making it reach M + 2 utility after resource U′0 is also counted. Even after
counting resource all, agent all cannot reach M utility just by taking all resources (cj)
not assigned to agents cj, because k− 1 of them are available at most (recall that ϕ′

cannot be satisfied in the valuation of x̄ preferred by U0).
If resource all_all′ is given to agent all′, then agent all′ reaches utility 4M after count-
ing resource all′. In this case, agent all reaches at most M− 1 utility if resource U0_all
is given to agent U0, and at most M utility when it is given to agent U0. In the former
case, the utilities of U0, U′0, all, all′ are at most M+ 1.5, M+ 2, M− 1, 4M, respectively,
whereas in the latter case, these utilities are at most M + 1, M + 2, M, and 4M.
Alternatively, if resource all_all′ is given to agent all, then agents U0, U′0, all, all′

achieve utilities M + 1.5, M + 2, M + 3 + d, M for some d ≥ 0 if resource U0_all
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is given to agent U0 (recall that agent all could also receive some resources (cj)),
and utilities M + 1, M + 2, M + 4 + d, M if that resource U0_all is given to agent all.
Out of these four possible allocations in this case, the third one (with utilities M + 1.5,
M + 2, M + 3 + d, M) is the best one according to the egalitarian social welfare: the
first allocation does not give at least M utility to all agents, and only the third one
gives M, M + 1.5, and M + 2 utilities to the three agents with less utility. Hence,
the auctioneer chooses it, and this way, U0 reaches Q = M + 1.5 utility (both pretend
and real).

(2) The auctioneer does not allocate the resources to form the specific valuation of variables
xi demanded by the fake preferences of U0, although U0 receives at least one of these
resources. Thus, U0 does not receive all the resources 〈xi〉 and 〈¬xi〉 it gives 1 utility
to, and at most, it receives n− 1 of them, achieving from them at most n− 1 utility.
Let us see that, in any allocation of resources reached by agents U0, U′0, all, all′

in this case, the multiset of their utilities will always be worse than the multiset
{M + 1.5, M + 2, M + 3+ d, M} reached in the allocation chosen in case (1), as we saw
before. Thus, that allocation picked in case (1) will be preferred by the auctioneer over
any allocation in this case.
Let us suppose that, by giving to U0 up to n− 1 of the resources of types 〈xi〉 and
〈¬xi〉 it wants and at least one of them, the auctioneer can fulfill ϕ′ (recall that this
is impossible if all n of them are given to U0). Alternatively, if the auctioneer could
not fulfill ϕ′, then the possibilities listed next would just be reduced. If the only
resources of types 〈xi〉 and 〈¬xi〉 agent U0 receives are them, and the remaining ones
(at most n− 1 of them) are given to U′0 (which does not have any preference for them,
as all of them give U′0 a 1 utility), then resource U0_U′0 must be given to U′0 as well,
because it needs it to reach at least M utility. By counting these resources as well as
resources U0 and U′0, agents U0 and U′0 reach at most M utility and at least M + 3
utility, respectively.
If agent all gets all k resources (cj) and agent all′ receives resource all_all′, then,
after counting resources all and all′, these agents achieve M and 4M utility, respec-
tively. If the remaining resource (i.e., U0_all) is given to U0, then the multiset of
utilities of these four agents U0, U′0, all, all′ is, at best, {M + 0.5, M + 3 + d, M, 4M}
for some d ≥ 0, and if resource U0_all is given to agent all, then this multiset is, at
best, {M, M + 3 + d, M + 1, 4M}. These multisets of utilities for these four agents are
less desirable than the multiset {M + 1.5, M + 2, M + 3, M} seen in case (1).
Alternatively, if agent all receives resource all_all′, then the multiset of utilities of
these four agents will be no more attractive than {M + 0.5, M + 3 + d, M + 3 + e, M}
or {M, M + 3 + d, M + 4 + e, M} (for some d ≥ 0 and e ≥ 0) depending on whether
U0_all is given to agent U0 or to agent all, respectively. Both multisets of utilities are
again worse than {M + 1.5, M + 2, M + 3, M}.

(3) Finally, we consider the case where U0 receives none of the resources 〈xi〉 and 〈¬xi〉.
In this case, U0 clearly needs resource U0_U′0 to reach at least M utility, and some
combination of n resources of types 〈xi〉 and 〈¬xi〉 will be given to U′0. Let us suppose
it is a combination representing some x̄ letting ϕ′ hold for some ȳ (if it is not, then just
some cases listed next will be impossible). By receiving the mentioned resources as
well as resources U0 and U′0, agents U0 and U′0 get M + 1 and M utility, respectively.
On the one hand, if resource all_all′ is given to agent all then the multiset of utilities
of agents U0, U′0, all, all′ will be {M + 1.5, M, M + 3 + d, M} or {M + 1, M, M + 4 +
d, M}, depending on whether U0_all is given to U0 or to all. On the other hand,
if resource all_all′ is given to agent all′, then the corresponding multisets in these two
cases will be no more attractive than {M + 1.5, M, M, 4M} or {M + 1, M, M + 1, 4M},
respectively. All of these multisets are again less attractive than {M + 1.5, M + 2, M +
3, M}.
Let us suppose that the answer to the QSAT2 instance is no. Then, there does not exist

x̄ making ϕ′ false for any ȳ. Let us see that the answer to the constructed instance of FPL is
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no. That is, the allocation of resources formed by the auctioneer will not give Q = M + 1.5
real utility to U0 in any case. We consider the following cases:

(i) Under the fake preferences set by agent U0 for resources of types 〈xi〉 and 〈¬xi〉,
the auctioneer can give some or all of these resources to U0 in such a way that U0 gets
at least n− 1 fake utility from them. Then, assigning these resources to U0 gives it
M + d fake utility (after also counting the effect of resource U0), where d ≥ 0 is the
excess of utility over n− 1 given by these resources. Since less than n resources 〈xi〉
and 〈¬xi〉 will remain to be given to U′0, making U′0 reach at least M utility implies
giving U0_U′0 to U′0. This way, U′0 reaches M + 2 + e utility, where e is the number of
resources 〈xi〉 and 〈¬xi〉 given to U′0. Since we are assuming that some ȳ can satisfy
ϕ′ no matter what x̄ is chosen, the auctioneer can manage to leave all k resources (cj)
unassigned to agents cj (i.e., it can satisfy all clauses cj), meaning that agent all can
receive all of these k resources and reach M utility with them.
On the one hand, if resource all_all′ is given to agent all′, then it obtains 4M utility.
Thus, the utilities of U0, U′0, all, all′ are given by {M + 0.5 + d, M + 2 + e, M, 4M} or
{M + d, M + 2 + e, M + 1, 4M}, depending on whether U0_all is assigned to U0 or to
all, respectively. On the other hand, if all_all′ is given to agent all, then the previous
two cases turn into allocations with utility multisets {M + 0.5 + d, M + 2 + e, M + 3 +
k, M} and {M + d, M + 2 + e, M + 4 + k, M}, respectively.
Note that, in addition to the previous four possible allocations, other four possible
allocations arise by not giving any 〈xi〉 or 〈¬xi〉 resource to agent U0. In this case, U′0
can achieve M utility by receiving n resources of form 〈xi〉 and 〈¬xi〉, which in turn
implies giving U0_U′0 to agent U0 to let it also reach at least M utility. The translation
of the previous four cases into this local rearrangement between agents U0 and U′0
gives rise to the following utility multisets, respectively:
{M + 1.5, M, M, 4M},
{M + 1, M, M + 1, 4M},
{M + 1.5, M, M + 3 + k, M}, and {M + 1, M, M + 4 + k, M}.
If d > 0, then, out of these eight possible allocations, the second one, giving {M +
d, M + 2 + e, M + 1, 4M}, is the only one reaching strictly more than M utility for all
four agents, so it is chosen by the auctioneer. Since U0 cannot receive more than n
resources 〈xi〉 or 〈¬xi〉 in any allocation, and neither U0_all nor U0_U′0 are given to
U0 in this allocation, U0 does not reach M + 1.5 real utility in this case, as required.
If d = 0, then, out of these eight possibilities, again the second one, with utilities
multiset {M, M + 2 + e, M + 1, 4M}, is the preferred one for the auctioneer (note that
this is the only one where the three lowest utilities are M, M + 1, and at least M + 2),
so it is again chosen by the auctioneer. For the same reasons as before, again U0 does
not reach M + 1.5 real utility.

(ii) Under the fake preferences set by agent U0 for resources of types 〈xi〉 and 〈¬xi〉,
the auctioneer can give some or all of these resources to U0 in such a way that U0
gets at least n− 2 and less than n− 1 fake utility from them. By similar reasoning as
before, this time, the first four allocation cases considered in the previous case yield
the following utility multisets:
{M− 0.5 + d, M + 2 + e, M, 4M},
{M− 1 + d, M + 2 + e, M + 1, 4M},
{M− 0.5 + d, M + 2 + e, M + 3 + k, M}, and {M− 1 + d, M + 2 + e, M + 4 + k, M},
where 0 ≤ d < 1. In addition, the last four allocations considered in case (i) yield
exactly the same utility multisets as in that case. Note that the second and fourth allo-
cations do not provide at least M utility to all four agents. The remaining allocations
in our set of eight possible allocations give at least M utility to the agent getting less
utility, although only the sixth one provides M + 1 utility to the second agent with
less utility (note that M− 0.5 + d < M + 1). Thus, the auctioneer picks it. Since U0
does not obtain resource U0_all in this allocation, U0 does not achieve M + 1.5 real
utility in this case.
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(iii) Under the fake preferences set by agent U0 for resources of types 〈xi〉 and 〈¬xi〉,
the auctioneer cannot give some or all of these resources to U0 in such a way that U0
gets at least n− 2 fake utility from them. Then, the first four allocations considered in
the previous cases (where U0 is given some combination of 〈xi〉 and 〈¬xi〉 resources)
cannot be better than in these previous cases. Thus, the allocation preferred by the
auctioneer is again the sixth allocation, and again, U0 does not get M + 1.5 real utility.

We conclude that the answer for some QSAT2 instance is yes if the answer to the
corresponding FPL instance is yes. It is easy to see that the FPL instance can be built from
the original QSAT2 instance in polynomial time with respect to the size of the QSAT2
instance, so we have a polynomial reduction from QSAT2 into FPL, and the ΣP

2 -hardness
of FPL holds.

A simple consequence of the previous result is the ΣP
2 -completeness of another prob-

lem variant where, for each resource, an interval denotes the set of valuations the liar agent
can give to it. As we saw at the beginning of this section, the ΣP

2 -hardness of this variant
is inferred by simple generalization, as it generalizes the problem in Definition 6. On the
other hand, in order to prove the inclusion of this variant in class ΣP

2 , it suffices to change
condition (c) in the first paragraph of the previous proof by a condition requiring that,
for all j, f j is within the interval specified for the j-th resource.

Another possible variant consists in accepting only r-limited utility functions. The ΣP
2 -

completeness is preserved in this case as well.

Theorem 2. Let us consider that, in the problem given in Definition 6, utility functions must be
r-limited (i.e., for some given r ∈ Q>0 and for all agents, the addition of preferences for all resources
must be r). The resulting problem is ΣP

2 -complete.

Proof. The proof of the inclusion in class ΣP
2 is basically the first paragraph in the proof of

Theorem 1 (we just have to add the condition Σ1≤j≤m f j = r). Besides, we can prove the
ΣP

2 -hardness by using almost the same proof as in Theorem 1—just a few changes must be
introduced to include the r-limitation.

In the FPL instance constructed there, we set r to any value higher than the addition of
preferences shown by any agent for all resources. An additional agent z and an additional
resource z are added so that z(z) = r and, for all other agent a, we set a(z) = r− u, where
u is the addition of preferences shown by agent a for all other resources. Agent z only
has a non-null preference for resource z. Thus, this resource will be given to agent z in
any allocation conforming the egalitarian social welfare, so agent z and resource z will be
transparent to the rest of the setting.

In addition, the set T of resources agent U0 cannot show fake preferences, for it is
redefined as follows: T = R\{z, 〈x1〉, 〈¬x1〉, . . . , 〈xn〉, 〈¬xn〉}. Since resource z will always
be given to agent z, agent U0 can underrate or overrate its preferences for resources in
{〈x1〉, 〈¬x1〉, . . . , 〈xn〉, 〈¬xn〉} as much as it wants, in particular by overrating or underrat-
ing z accordingly, respectively, to keep the addition of preferences for all resources being
equal to r.

4. Discussion

A previous work [16] showed the high sensitivity to imprecise information when lies
are introduced in the egalitarian social welfare allocation: profitable lies are probably worse
than saying the truth if the preferences of other agents are not exactly those assumed by the
liar agent. Together with the ΣP

2 -completeness we have proved in this paper, both results
show that taking profit from lying in the egalitarian social welfare is not as easy as one
might think at a first glance: not only very precise information about the neighbours is
required to compose useful lies, but finding these useful lies from that information is also
very hard from the computational point of view (actually, one level over NP-completeness
in PH). Note that the computational difficulty to find exact solutions introduces a new
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level of sensitivity to imprecision, although, this time, not imprecise information about
the other agents, but imprecise results if we try to sub-optimally solve the problem to
cope with its intractability. The utility of a lie dramatically depends on whether the
allocation delivered by the auctioneer is exactly the one previously predicted by the liar
agent: a different allocation, giving slightly more utility to the least satisfied agent, would
be preferable to the auctioneer, and both allocations could give a very different profit to
the liar agent. Facing a ΣP

2 -complete problem means making a hard optimization over a
function whose computation requires another hard optimization, so any imprecision in
the latter optimization will dramatically mislead the former one. This brings an additional
layer of difficulty to find useful lies in practice.

All in all, the egalitarian social welfare allocation has some features making it more
resilient to lies than one might initially expect. Further research is required to assess this
resilience in real case studies.

Regarding the limits of our current research, let us remark that we are working with
partially locked valuations. That is, we use the (reasonable) assumption that agents cannot
freely lie about all their preferences about all the resources. Although this assumption is
quite realistic, it would also be interesting to explore the complexity of the problem if this
assumption does not hold, and we can only assume that preferences are r-limited.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proved the ΣP
2 -completeness of the problem of finding some

fake preferences such that, if they are sent to the auctioneer, then the egalitarian social
welfare allocation will make the liar agent reach some given target (real) utility. This result
assumes that the valuations of the resources the liar agent can send to the auctioneer are
partially locked. This ΣP

2 -completeness also extends to the case where, in addition, the sum
of valuations for all resources must be equal to some given constant.

Our future work will consist in studying this allocation in realistic scenarios, particu-
larly implemented as smart contracts. This will allow us to improve the practical relevance
of our study, dealing with practical examples in a context where the whole process can be
verified by any partner.

We also want to analyze if the problem remains ΣP
2 -complete even if partially locked

valuations are fully removed from the problem definition (i.e., the liar agent can lie about
any resource without any restrictions).

Let us remark that in our current work, we are only analyzing the complexity of the
decision problem. In contrast, in our previous work [16] we dealt with experiments trying
to find suboptimal (but useful) lies in different contexts. In this sense, an interesting line of
future work would be to analyze, from a formal point of view, the difficulty of finding good
approximations under different scenarios. That is, we would like to find the approximation
class the problem belongs to (see, e.g., [19,20]). Moreover, we are interested in exploring
alternative heuristic methods (like River Formation Dynamics [21]) that could be used to
find suboptimal solutions.
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